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RE: CAN-SPAM Act Rulemaking, Project No. R411008

The National School Boards Association (NSBA), representing 95,000 public school
board members in 15,000 school districts and 50 state school boards associations is
pleased to submit comments to the Federal Trade Commission regarding the CAN-SPAM
Act.

NSBA supports the American Society of Association Executive's (ASAE) position in
their attached comments that e-mail messages sent by nonprofit associations to their
members and donors that offer products and services for sale should not be considered
"commercial electronic mail messages." NSBA likewise supports ASAE's position that
e-mails sent by nonprofit entities that are not substantially related to the organizations tax
exempt purposes also should be exempted from coverage under the Act as "transactional
or relationship messages."

In summary, NSBA agrees with ASAE that the definition of "commercial electronic mail
messages" as "any electronic mail message the primary purpose of which is the
commercial advertisement or promotion of a commercial product or service..."
contemplates regulating e-mail sent by for-profit businesses selling products and services.
As ASAE points out, why would Congress have used the word commercial repeatedly in



the definition of "commercial electronic mail messages" unless "commercial" has a
particular meaning? Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary defines "commercial" as,
among other things, "viewed with regard to profit." Consequently, the plain language of
the statute indicates that it contemplates regulating e-mail sent from for-profit and not
nonprofit organizations.

NSB A also believes that the findings in Section 2 of the Act, entitled "Congressional
Findings and Policy" indicate that e-mails sent by nonprofit associations, like NSBA and
state school boards associations, are not the entities Congress was interested in targeting
in the CAN-SPAM Act. The findings discuss the problems of sending e-mails in which
the source was disguised, sending e-mails containing misleading subject lines to induce
recipients to view the message, and sending bulk unsolicited e-mails to a large number of
addresses gained on an automated basis from Internet websites or online services. These
are not the tactics of associations that exist for the purposes of providing products and
services to a voluntary membership.

Practically speaking, it is onerous and unnecessary to apply the requirements of the CAN-
SPAM Act to school boards associations and other nonprofit organizations because such
entities have no incentive, and therefore are unlikely to, engage in the conduct described
above. There are 95,000 school board members in the United States who serve on 15,000
school boards. These board members are locally elected citizens who have been charged
with the responsibility of overseeing their districts, setting education policy, and spending
$400 billion per year. Competent school board service requires hours of study and
training as a substantial scope and depth of knowledge is required to make decisions for
multi-million dollar school districts.

NSBA and state school boards associations typically offer members publications,
seminars, conferences, policy services, and superintendent search services. Some of
these services are offered for free, others are offered at a cost, not to make a profit, but to
cover the cost of providing the product or service. School boards join state school boards
associations and affiliate with the National School Boards Association precisely so they
can be made aware of opportunities to attend meetings and obtain publications so that
they can advance the public interest in educating the nation's 47 million school children.
Both the nature and the purpose of their membership as well as the not-for-profit public
purpose for which their association exists clearly distinguishes these associations and
their e-mail communications from the commercial activities which the CAN SPAM Act
seeks to address.

State school boards associations may join NSBA on a voluntary basis and individual
school boards may affiliate with NSBA on a voluntary basis. Membership or affiliation
with NSBA is also exclusive; only state school boards associations and public elementary
and secondary school districts may join or affiliate with NSBA. In other words, NSBA is
usually only e-mailing its actual or eligible members and affiliates information about the
products and services available from NSBA because these products and services are
available primarily, and in many cases exclusively, to members and affiliates. NSBA
does not want or need to send mass e-mails with misleading subjects to people it does not



know about products or services that recipients likely are not interested in. It has a
clearly identified audience that can or has chosen to join or affiliate with NSBA for the
purpose of benefiting from NSBA's products and services.

In summary, association members have come to not only anticipate, but often expect and
even demand to hear about what products and services NSBA and state associations are
offering via e-mail. E-mail is fast, easy, effective and perhaps most importantly,
prevalent. For these reasons, often e-mail is the most logical tool to promote products or
services to our members and affiliates.

Complying with the CAN-SPAM Act is time consuming and expensive. Specifically, it
is expensive for NSBA and state school boards associations to keep track of who has
opted out of receiving e-mail messages and who has not opted out. There are
approximately 95,000 school board members in the United States and school board
members turn over at a rate of about 25 percent each year. It makes little sense to spend
precious funds paid for by public taxpayer dollars to determine who to send and who not
to send e-mails promoting products and services that help elected school officials better
serve their communities which are part of the benefits of association membership. In
conclusion, this regulation constitutes an unnecessary burden imposed by one level of
government over the capacity of another to obtain services and information that are
essential to the performance of integral governmental functions.

For the reasons discussed above, please exempt nonprofit associations from the
requirements of the CAN SPAM Act. If you have any questions or if NSBA can assist in
any way, please contact Lisa E. Soronen at (703) 838-6712 or lsoronen@nsba.org.

Sincerely,

Michael Resnick
Advocacy and Issues Management Associate Executive Director



April 12, 2004

Office of the Secretary
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20580

Re: American Society of Association Executives/ CAN-SPAM Act
Rulemaking, Project No. R411008 addressing the definition and
implementation of the Act as set forth in sections 3(2)c and 3(17)(B).

American Society of Association Executives. The American Society of
Association of Executives' ("ASAE") membership consists of professionals who
manage or work for virtually every kind of tax exempt nonprofit organization. These tax
exempt nonprofit organizations exist to serve and provide value to their members and
constituencies, who, almost invariably, seek out membership and/or involvement in the
organization. Organization membership and participation provide an important resource
to individuals to achieve a variety of personal, professional, business, social, and
educational goals. To assist individuals and others in achieving their goals, tax exempt
nonprofit organizations continuously strive to offer a variety of current communications,
sophisticated educational courses and seminars, and related publications, such as books
and periodicals. E-mail has become the preferred vehicle to deliver these messages.

Introduction. ASAE believes that the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC" or
"Commission") needs to clarify the applicability of the commercial electronic mail
message ("CEM") definition as it relates to tax exempt nonprofit organizations.2 In
particular, ASAE requests that the Commission's rule-making expressly provide that e-
mail transmitted by a tax exempt nonprofit organization primarily related to one or more
of the organization's duly authorized tax exempt nonprofit purposes not be considered
CEM under the Act and, therefore, be specifically exempt from regulation under the Act.

1 The American Society of Association Executives represents over 25,000 professionals that manage tax
exempt nonprofit organizations and is considered the "association of associations."

2 Tax exempt nonprofit organizations comprise a discrete and unique class of entities in the United States.
Nonprofit corporation status is granted by states under their nonprofit corporation laws to organizations
that generally do not issue equity stock and do not seek commercial profit on behalf of shareholders.
Federal income tax exempt status is granted by the Internal Revenue Service to organizations that are
organized on a nonprofit basis, do not share revenues with individuals, and meet extensive IRS
requirements in numerous categories.
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The language of the Act defines "commercial electronic mail messages" as "any
electronic mail message the primary purpose of which is the commercial advertisement or
promotion of a commercial product or service ..." This definition is clearly directed only at
regulating activity undertaken primarily to further the commercial endeavors of for-profit
businesses. Interpreting the CEM definition to include e-mail communications of organizations
operating consistent with their tax exempt nonprofit purposes would be inconsistent with the
plain language of the statute, as well as the intention of the Act.

In addition, ASAE would like the Commission to specifically provide in the regulations
that any e-mail transmitted by a tax exempt nonprofit organization to a current member or donor,
regardless of its commercial content, is not subject to the Act because such member
communications are "transactional or relationship" messages as defined in Section 3(17)(A) and
(B) of the Act.

The primary purpose of tax exempt nonprofit e-mail communication is to provide
information and resources to their members, donors, and other constituencies consistent with
their tax exempt nonprofit purposes, rather than to carry on a trade or business, which is the chief
objective of for-profit taxable entities. Often these resources are provided for a reasonable fee
that covers the organization's costs of development, marketing, and distribution. As nonprofit
organizations, however, all monies earned from activities undertaken consistent with an
organization's tax exempt nonprofit purposes must be used to further the organization's tax
exempt nonprofit work. Therefore, such e-mail communications should not be considered
"commercial" even if they involve the marketing, promotion or sale of goods and services as
long as the underlying communication is consistent with the organization's tax exempt nonprofit
purposes.

Clarification of the Term "Commercial Electronic Mail Message". The regulations
implementing the Act need to specifically address the special role and circumstances of tax
exempt nonprofit organizations.. If the Commission were to apply the "commercial electronic
mail message" definition to tax exempt nonprofit organizations in the same manner it applies to
the term to taxable for-profit entities, it will profoundly confuse, damage, and obstruct the good
work of tax exempt nonprofit organizations of every kind- trade associations, professional
societies, chambers of commerce, agricultural organizations, advocacy organizations, social
welfare groups, charitable, educational, and scientific organizations, religious groups, and
amateur sports organizations.3

All tax exempt nonprofit organizations have established, legitimate constituencies with
whom the organizations routinely communicate through e-mail. These constituents might be
dues-paying members, present or former donors, or others who have voluntarily associated
themselves with the special tax exempt nonprofit missions of these organizations and desire to
receive communications from them. Members of the tax exempt nonprofit community are
deeply concerned and confused about the applicability of the Act to them. This uncertainty and
confusion could be easily eliminated if the Commission simply clarifies the applicability of the
definition of "commercial electronic mail messages." Therefore, ASAE urges to the

ASAE estimates that the number of all of these organizations is well over half a million.



Commission to recognize that the regulations implementing the Act should distinguish between
the activities of tax exempt nonprofit organizations and the work of for-profit, commercial
entities.

As stated above, the language of the Act defines "commercial electronic mail messages"
as "any electronic mail message the primary purpose of which is the commercial advertisement
or promotion of a commercial product or service ..." This definition is clearly directed only at
regulating activity undertaken primarily to further commercial endeavors of for-profit
businesses. Interpreting the CEM definition to include e-mail communications of organizations
operating consistent with their tax exempt nonprofit purposes would be inconsistent with the
plain language of the statute, as well as the intention of the Act.

There simply is no reasonable basis for a broad application of the definition of regulated
CEM to include tax exempt nonprofit organization e-mail communications that are consistent
with its tax exempt nonprofit purposes but may also involve the marketing, promotion, and/or
sale of related goods and services. For example, such messages could include:

• A professional society's notice to dues-paying members reminding them
to register for the society's annual meeting;
• A seniors' organization flyer offering subscriptions to publications
addressing independent senior living;
• A trade association's release about a new book title or educational seminar
on the latest business challenges to members; '

The regulations should emphasize that only truly commercial e-mail transmissions the
"primary purpose of which is the commercial advertisement or promotion of a commercial
product or service ...." (emphasis added.) are regulated under the Act.

Indeed if one interprets the Act to regulate e-mail communications of any kind with the
primary purpose of promoting, marketing, or selling a product or good, it begs the question: If
Congress intended to regulate all such e-mail communications, why then did Congress use the
term "commercial" to describe the regulated e-mail. Clearly, use by Congress of the adjective
"commercial" must have meaning and is intended to qualify and narrow the universe of e-mail
messages regulated.

Congress plainly sought to narrow the CEM definition to limit regulation to genuinely
commercial electronic mail messages. Review of the plain language of the statutory definition of
-"commercial electronic mail message" - leads to the conclusion that regulated e-mail
communications, by definition, must be motivated by an underlying commercial purpose or
interest. Therefore, according to the Act's definition of "commercial electronic mail message" if
goods or services were being promoted, marketed or sold via e-mail by an organization
consistent with its tax exempt and nonprofit purposes, then such e-mail communications, by
definition, should not be considered to have the requisite primary "commercial" purpose.
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An analysis of whether an e-mail communication has the required primary commercial
purpose, and would therefore be prohibited, must examine the rationale for the activity, not
simply whether the mechanics of the activity involve the purchase or sale of goods, or services or
an exchange of consideration. In this regard, while the identity of the sender may be important,
it is not necessarily determinative. The most relevant criterion in determining if the e-mail
communication is regulated CEM with the required primary commercial purpose is the rationale
underlying the e-mail communication, regardless of whether communication's content advertises
or promotes a product or service. If the reason for the e-mail communication is to further the
legitimate tax exempt nonprofit purposes of the organization then the communication should not
be considered CEM.

Further, it is well established, indeed embedded, in both federal and state law that tax
exempt nonprofit organizations are organized and operated to conduct their activities in ways
fundamentally different from the ways in which taxable for-profit businesses conduct their
activities. For example, each state's statutory framework treats tax exempt nonprofit
organizations differently, if not entirely separately, from the treatment of for-profit, taxable
businesses. Likewise, the Internal Revenue Code treats tax exempt organizations differently
from taxable entities and relies on an entirely separate and distinct section of the law to do so.
Indeed, with one exception, the word commercial does not even appear in the federal statutory
law regulating tax exempt organizations.4

Moreover, the Internal Revenue Code and corresponding regulations provide separate
treatment to commercial-type business activities of tax exempt nonprofit organizations. When
such an organization conducts business activities on a regular basis and those activities are not
substantially related to the purposes for which the organization was granted tax exempt status
(i.e., the unrelated business income tax or "UBIT" rules), the organization is subject to taxation
on its net return and, if those activities are substantial, is at risk of losing tax exemption
altogether. Application of the UBIT rules turn on whether the tax exempt nonprofit
organization's activity is consistent with, or substantially related to, its tax exempt nonprofit
purposes.

Therefore, the Commission should be comfortable drafting regulations clarifying that the
definition of regulated e-mail - "commercial electronic mail messages" - is not applicable to tax
exempt nonprofit organizations when, and to the extent that, they are pursuing their tax exempt
nonprofit purposes regardless of the content of the e-mail message. Particularly given the risk of
litigation, which represents a disproportionate burden on nonprofit organizations, the
Commission must exercise its authority to clarify and limit the application of commercial e-mail
by expressly incorporating into the regulations language that distinguishing e-mails from a tax
exempt nonprofit organization that relate to one or more of the organization's duly authorized tax
exempt nonprofit purposes.

Transactional and Relationship Messages. ASAE recognizes, however, that the Act
may apply to a certain class of tax exempt nonprofit organization e-mails, even if the member or

Internal Revenue Code, Section 501(m).
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donor expects this information as part of their membership or relationship to the organization. If
a nonprofit organization were to transmit e-mails to members or donors, either directly or
through a for-profit taxable business subsidiary, relating to an activity that is not substantially
related to the organization's tax exempt nonprofit purposes under federal tax exemption
nonprofit requirements, then such e-mail might fall within the jurisdiction of the Act.

Notwithstanding the Act's possible jurisdiction over such e-mail communications, ASAE
urges the Commission to reflect in its regulations that such communications, as long as they are
sent to current members and/or donors, should be excluded from the definition of "commercial
electronic mail message" as transactional or relationship messages because they either provide
information hi connection with an organization or association membership and/or are intended to
deliver goods and services under the terms of an existing transaction, i.e., the e-mail recipient's
current member or donor relationship with the sending organization. Because purely commercial
messages, such as offers to buy extended warranties or insurance protections, to one-time
customers of commercial entities, qualify as transactional or relationship messages, it would be
unjust if this same treatment were not extended to electronic mail messages of similar content
sent to current members or donors of tax exempt nonprofit organizations.

Conclusion. ASAE urges the Commission to clarify that the definition of "commercial
electronic mail messages" is directed at regulating activity that primarily furthers the commercial
endeavors of taxable for-profit businesses. In this regard, the regulations implementing the Act
should specifically provide that the e-mail communications of tax exempt nonprofit
organizations that are consistent with their tax exempt nonprofit purpose are by definition not
primarily commercial and therefore do not fall within the definition of regulated CEM.

Additionally, the regulations should clarify that even where e-mail communications from
tax exempt nonprofit organizations sent to current members and/or donors are primarily
commercial and not related to the organization's tax exempt nonprofit purposes, they should be
excluded from the CEM definition as transactional or relationship messages because such
communications are primarily intended to provide information in connection with an
organization or association membership and/or deliver goods and services under the terms of an
existing member or donor relationship.

Sincerely,

John H. Graham IV
President and CEO
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